Class of 2016 Higher Education Destinations

**Destinations**

Many universities have recognized our students’ excellent achievement in the IB Diploma. Many students had received reduction in the number of credits of years they need to study to complete their degrees. Our Class of 2016 students are also awarded entry scholarships in leading local universities, including HKU, CUHK, and HKUST, ranging from partial to full scholarships to support their tertiary education based on their IB exam performances. The students also demonstrated a wide range of academic interests in terms of their chosen programmes, representing a diverse fields of studies such as Natural Sciences, Law, the Social Science disciplines, Filmmaking, and Fashion Design etc..

The countries where students are pursuing their tertiary education are summarized below:
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*In addition, five students are in the process of applying to universities in Australia where the academic year begins in February.*

**Hong Kong**
- University of Hong Kong
- Chinese University of Hong Kong
- Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
- Hong Kong Polytechnic University
- Hong Kong Shue Yan University
- Savannah College of Arts and Design
- City University of Hong Kong
- Hong Kong Baptist University, College of International Education

**United Kingdom**
- University of Cambridge
- Imperial College London
- London School of Economics and Political Science
- University of Warwick
- Goldsmiths, University of London
- The University of Manchester
- University of Sussex
- Lancaster University
- University of East Anglia
- University of Nottingham
- University of Birmingham
- Birmingham City University

**United States**
- Los Angeles College of Music
- New York Film Academy
- Parsons The New School

**Australia**
- Monash University
- University of Sydney
- La Trobe University

**Canada**
- University of British Columbia
- British Columbia Institute of Technology
- Universoty of Toronto

**Taiwan**
- Feng Chia University
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**Majors/Courses**

Among many others, our students choose to pursue their academic interests in a range of subjects which are summarized below:
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Some of their specific majors are listed below:

- Applied Plant and Soil Science
- Hotel and Tourism Management
- Law
- Business Administration
- Sociology
- Biology
- Anthropology and Law
- International Media and Communication Studies
- Natural Sciences Tripos
- Computer Engineering
- Geography
- Filmmaking
- Interior Design
- Life Sciences
- Fashion Design
- General Sciences
- English Studies
- International Business and Chinese Enterprise
- Nursing
- Radiography
- Architectural Studies
- Fine Art
- Mechanical Engineering
- Politics
- Material Science and Engineering
- Mathematics
- Journalism and Communication
- Psychology
- English and Creative Writing
- Occupational Therapy
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**Scholarships**

Close to 30% of our Class of 2016 students have obtained scholarships of varying amount for their further studies at local as well as overseas institutions.

*Hong Kong School of Excellence Scheme (HKSES)*

To highlight a few of the distinguished scholarships our students had received, 4 students are awarded the HKSES scholarship to pursue their university education in the United Kingdom. The scholarship covers tuition fees of students’ overseas education for up to $250,000 per annum. Of the 681 applicants this year, CKY students account for 4 of the 49 undergraduate scholarship recipients.

*Wharf Art Scholarship*

1 Class of 2016 student is fully funded to study Fine Art in Goldsmith, University of London, through the Wharf Art Scholarship Programme. As one of the top 18 finalists of the Wharf Secondary School Art Competition, our student was offered full scholarship to fund her undergraduate art degree after undergoing two intense rounds of interviews. This is definitely a great acknowledgement of CKY students’ artistic talent.

*Local Universities Admission Scholarships*

In addition, many of our students have been awarded admission scholarships by prominent universities in Hong Kong, including the University of Hong Kong, Chinese University of Hong Kong, and the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, in recognition of their excellent IB results.

Other scholarships our students obtained this year include the Los Angeles College of Music Scholarship, the University of British Columbia Outstanding International Student Award, the Parsons Merit Scholarship, and the Savannah College of Art and Design Admission Scholarship.